SEACC’s mission is to protect the special places of the world’s largest temperate rainforest, promote conservation, and advocate for sustainability in human use of natural resources. Inspired by the land, wildlife, cultures, and communities of Southeast Alaska, SEACC strives to ensure this interconnected whole exists for future generations.

Every community in Southeast Alaska matters to SEACC

From a film screening in Craig to the Blueberry Arts Festival in Ketchikan, this year SEACC traveled to cities and towns that value the special places that make Southeast Alaska the treasure that it is. Hand-in-hand with community members, we worked on concerns from protecting the Roadless Rule to challenging the planned Constantine-Palmer mine.

We’re everywhere you are

- Chilkat Indian Village
- Coffman Cove
- Craig
- Gustavus
- Haines
- Juneau
- Kake
- Ketchikan
- Klawock
- Metlakatla
- Petersburg
- Saxman
- Sitka
- Skagway
- Tenakee Springs
- Thorne Bay
- Wrangell

- Conservation Row at Haines Fair: SEACC, Sitka Conservation Society, and Lynn Canal Conservation

Festivals attended

- Coffman Cove By the Sea Arts & Seafood Festival
- Haines State Fair
- Juneau Public Market
- Ketchikan Blueberry Festival
- Sitka Whalefest
- Thorne Bay Days
- UAS Campus Kick Off
- Wrangell Bearfest
SUCCESS IN SOUTHEAST

CONVERSATIONS WITH ALASKAN LEADERS

In the pursuit of stronger protections for Southeast Alaska's special places, SEACC has met with DOZENS of Alaskan leaders including US Senators, Tribal Presidents, Vice Presidents, and Council Members, State Senators and Representatives, City Mayors and Assembly members.

SEACC was invited to become an affiliate of the National Wildlife Federation, an organization with a goal of increasing America's fish and wildlife populations and enhancing their capacity to thrive in a rapidly changing world. Affiliating with NWF is a great honor and we look forward to all the opportunities their support will present!

SUCCESS IN SOUTHEAST

BLOCKED WASTE MANAGEMENT PERMIT FOR CONSTANTINE-PALMER MINE

A result of our Informal Review Request for a poorly written permit application which included SUB-PAR DATA COLLECTION.

TURN OUT FOR THE TONGASS RALLY

In June, partnering with Women's Earth and Climate Action Network (WECAN) and Earthjustice, we organized the TURN OUT FOR THE TONGASS RALLY where over 150 PEOPLE defended the Roadless Rule.

Beginning with the rally, SEACC has collected OVER 1200 ROADLESS RULE COMMENTS from the public demanding that the Roadless Rule stay on the Tongass.

COORDINATED 183 comments to the United States Forest Service IN DEFENSE OF THE National Environmental Policy Act.

TOOK THE FOREST SERVICE TO COURT OVER THE PRINCE OF WALES LANDSCAPE LEVEL ANALYSIS PROJECT:

A MASSIVE PROPOSED TIMBER SALE

DROVE 116 COMMENTS DURING DEIS

AND WON A TEMPORARY INJUNCTION RESULTING IN 107 PUBLIC COMMENTS

Provided community members tools to protest the Alaska Department of Environmental Conservation's lowering of Water Quality standards, RESULTING IN 107 PUBLIC COMMENTS.

Hosted or Participated in COMMUNITY EVENTS AND ORGANIZED 37 CALLS to US Department of Agriculture Secretary Sonny Perdue, imploring him to choose the No-Action alternative for the Alaska-Specific Roadless Rule.

WORKED WITH PATAGONIA ON A STORY ABOUT THE CONSTANTINE-PALMER MINE AND THE CHILKAT RIVER featuring an interview with leaders from the Chilkat Indian Village, and driving engagement across the US, directly leading to COMMUNITY-WRITTEN LETTERS to DOWA Holdings Co., principal investor of the Constantine-Palmer mine, asking them to withdraw funding from the mine.

Presented on Southeast Alaska water, mining, and salmon throughout the region OVER 1200 ROADLESS RULE COMMENTS from the public demanding that the Roadless Rule stay on the Tongass!

JOINED THE WORLDWIDE CLIMATE RIBBON PROJECT.

QUOTED IN 38 & MENTIONED IN 65 WHILE ISSUES WE Fought FOR WERE REPORTED ON 143 TIMES.

SEACC STAFF WERE NEWS STORIES...keeping threats from PFAS to transboundary mining in the eye of the public, from the Washington Post to the Juneau Empire...

TO US SENATOR LISA MURKOWSKI in thanks for her words and action on the Pebble Mine and informing her about growing opposition to the Constantine-Palmer Mine.

↑ Brave Alaskans rallying at the Capitol pc: Colin Arisman

↑ Executive Director Meredith Trainor, State Representative Sara Hannan, and Indigenous Engagement Lead Heather Evoy pc: Q’on Bear-Clark

↑ Brave Alaskans rallying at the Capitol pc: Colin Arisman
**CONVERSATIONS WITH ALASKAN LEADERS**

In the pursuit of stronger protections for Southeast Alaska’s special places, SEACC has met with **DOZENS** of Alaskan leaders including US Senators, Tribal Presidents, Vice Presidents, and Council Members, State Senators and Representatives, City Mayors and Assembly members.

**JOINED SEITC**

SOUTHEAST ALASKA INDIGENOUS TRANSBOUNDARY COMMISSION

on the banks of the Stikine River to mark the 5 year anniversary of the Mt. Polley Mine disaster and highlight the transboundary Stikine River—named one of 2019’s top ten most endangered rivers in the United States by *American Rivers*.

**JOINED THE WORLDWIDE CLIMATE RIBBON PROJECT**

A participatory art project where people name what they fear losing to climate chaos and find connection in shared appreciation of our shared world.

**ORGANIZED 37 CALLS**

to US Department of Agriculture Secretary Sonny Perdue, imploring him to choose the No-Action alternative for the Alaska-Specific Roadless Rule.

**SEACC STAFF WERE QUOTED IN 38 NEWS STORIES & MENTIONED IN 65**

**WHILE ISSUES WE Fought FOR WERE REPORTED ON 143 TIMES**

CATCH US ON KINY ACTION LINE EVERY MONTH!

SEACC was invited to become an affiliate of the *National Wildlife Federation*, an organization with a goal of increasing America’s fish and wildlife populations and enhancing their capacity to thrive in a rapidly changing world. Affiliating with NWF is a great honor and we look forward to all the opportunities their support will present!

**HOSTED OR PARTICIPATED IN**

OVER 40 COMMUNITY EVENTS AND DELIVERED 12 presentations on Southeast Alaska water, mining, and salmon throughout the region.

**OVER 1200 ROADLESS RULE COMMENTS FROM THE PUBLIC DEMANDING THAT THE ROADLESS RULE STAY ON THE TONGASS!**
65% OF SEACC DONORS ARE FROM ALASKA

- Anchorage
- Angoon
- Chickaloon
- Cordova
- Craig
- Denali
- Douglas
- Eagle River
- Fairbanks
- Fritz Creek
- Girdwood
- Gustavus
- Haines
- Homer
- Hoonah
- Hope
- Juneau
- Kenai
- Ketchikan
- Palmer
- Petersburg
- Port Alexander
- Seldovia
- Seward
- Sitka
- Skagway
- Talkeetna
- Tenakee
- Ward Cove
- Wasilla
- Wrangell
- Yakutat

WE ARE EVERYWHERE YOU ARE

ORGANIZED 11 SCREENINGS OF Rock, Paper, Fish

- Chilkat Indian Village
- Haines
- Juneau
- Whitehorse
- Ketchikan
- Craig
- Skagway
- Quapaw, OK
- Anchorage
- Saxman

Each followed by meaningful community discussion regarding the impacts of the Constantine-Palmer mine on the Chilkat Valley and its communities

THANK YOU TO ALL OF OUR DONORS FOR YOUR ESSENTIAL & ENDURING SUPPORT

LAST YEAR OVER 1000 INDIVIDUAL DONATIONS WERE MADE TO SEACC EXCEEDING $500,000

56 DETERMINED & COURAGEOUS VOLUNTEERS CAME TO SEACC’S SIDE FOR ESSENTIAL WORK IN DEFENDING SOUTHEAST THROUGHOUT THE YEAR

Wanda Culp of Women’s Earth Climate Action Network (WECAN) singing at the end of the Turn Out for the Tongass Rally  pc: Q’on Bear-Clark